An optimised neurobehavioural observation battery integrated with the assessment of cardiovascular function in the beagle dog.
The objective of this study was to describe an optimised neurobehavioural observation battery in the beagle dog and to demonstrate that it can be used for an integrated assessment of cardiovascular and neurobehavioural functions within a single Safety Pharmacology study. A standardised and detailed observation battery was established based on the direct examination of 44 signs, including behavioural responses and a full, systematic neurological examination, using clearly defined numerical scores. To complete the neurobehavioural assessment the remote observation of animals by video recording was also performed. Results from two studies, where cardiovascular and neurobehavioural parameters were assessed using drugs that either showed or did not show cardiovascular effects, are presented to show the influence of the direct neurobehavioural exam on the telemetrically acquired cardiovascular parameters. Heart rate and systolic blood pressure were affected by the handling required for the neurobehavioural procedure for a total of approximately 25 min, consisting in 20 min needed for the sequential neurobehavioural observation of four dogs (requiring approximately 5 min each) and approximately 5 min to return to baseline. Drug related cardiovascular effects were not affected by the changes associated with these neurobehavioural observations. More evident cardiovascular changes were observed with other routine procedures such as feeding. The direct neurobehavioural examination caused fluctuations of the telemetric cardiovascular parameters for no more than 5 min from the end of the procedure and this did not alter or jeopardise the analysis and interpretation of the cardiovascular parameters. These results confirmed that this optimised neurobehavioural observation battery can be used in the beagle dog for a reliable integrated assessment of neurobehavioural and cardiovascular changes during the course of Safety Pharmacology evaluations.